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Meet Sherman Sheep and the rest of the barnyard buddies! They canâ€™t wait to show off the

exciting activities behind each barn door. Down on the farm, children will play an educational game

packed with beginning sounds, shapes, colors, and more. Solve dot-to-dot puzzles and watch them

come to life. Enjoy some coloring book fun or watch one of 12 movies that combine laughter and

learning. This friendly Preschool Barnyard teams up with a colorful 320-page workbook to help

children prepare for school success. Together, the software and workbook provide the perfect

combination of traditional practice and todayâ€™s high-tech learning.\n\nAges 3-5\n320 Pages\n1

CD-ROM\nDimensions 11x8.5in.

Paperback: 320 pages
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Age Range: 4 and up
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We really like the School Zone books: they have several educational activities, which keeps kids

from getting bored with the book.However, this particular one turned out to be a disappointment: it is

a 100% re-print of the earlier editionÂ Big Preschool Workbook. Well, they added a CD.What really

upsets me here:- no reference in the book or website to identify that this is a re-print,- different title

and cover art, so you cannot suspect anything,- no mentioning of OS requirements on the webpage

- ended up not working on our computers,- but most upsetting thing:  posted both this one and

earlier edition as Frequently Bought TOGETHER.So if you plan to buy the book, you may want to

check theÂ Big Preschool WorkbookÂ for better price (and in case you have it already). Once again:



there is NO difference - except for the CD.About the CD: it will not work on Mac with OS Lion (with

latest updates), only on earlier OS Xs (with PowerPC apps support).

could sit down and go through 20 pages at a time! the single 24 page booklets are good too, but he

went through them one book every 2-3 days. this big book lasted almost 2 months!

I liked it because it is great for 3-year-olds. Other preschool books I have found are more

appropriate for 4-year-olds and too difficult for 3s

love it is really good for my children

very good
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